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           This is my third formula on the evocation of the id for the 
generation of the Missing Magical Link. I actually realized this theory second 
to my original Missing Magical Link article. So this theory was to have a great
impact on my ideas on sigilisation. Whereas that formula covered my ideas 
on the technique of ceremonial evocation, the one I now present is 
somewhat more Tantrik. Correlating to the element of fire, a pattern forms 
around the four elements of alchemy. The first formula goes to URth, the 
second Air, and as mentioned this one to Fire. This leaves a formula yet to be
realized. But such has little relevance to the matter at hand.
                  I found myself troubled with the invisible quantum wave that 
seems to connect everything non-locally. I was confounded by this nebulous 
link [whereas my first theory of evocation told me how to achieve it, I was 
still uncertain as to what it was] that made magick possible. That was until I 
read the following chapter in Paul Deverouxs Earth Memory:
                  "Critchlow notes the symbolism of the overlapping solar and lunar
symbols in Tibetan Buddhism, as described by Lama Angarika Govinda. 
According to this system the solar circle represents universal or archtypical 
consciousness, the inner world of the mind, and the lunar symbolizes the 
empirical consciousness, the outer world of appearances. Where the circles 
overlap, the vesica, is the manas. Critchlow found that manas 'has been 
etymologically linked via archaic Indo European language with the word man 
-the conscious animal."
                  He latter goes on to suggest that emotions belong to the inner 
solar world. His interpretation of the sun as the inner world of Objective 
reality and the moon as the alien landscape we find the URth, was in 
complete compliance with the philosophy of N.E.M.O. Even so, emotions as a 
inner experience to me was all wrong. It was at this point where I had my 
epiphany, that the emotions correlated to the physical world of the URth. 
URth was the element that I had already correlated to magick, and I had 
already understood that emotions [the id] are what made such a irrational 
science possible. What now occurred to me was that these emotions that I 
believed were actually biological instincts were the nebulous link to universe 
B. The thought then occurred to me that these emotions could alter the 
structure of the URth. This made me recall what I had just read a little time 
earlier on Wilhelm Reichs weather experiments.



                  "Reich conceived of the weather as a function of the pulsation of 
the underlying orgone energy envelope of the planet. Like an organism, this 
atmosphere is sensitive to insults, and when pollution in the form of smog, 
pesticide, and ionizing radiation reach critical levels, the atmosphere acts 
accordingly..."

                  The URth is not conscious, that would be Airy and masculine. 
Rather she is an irrational unconscious [the ego has been annihilated] 
woman.The emotional state of the URth is relative to the weather, foul 
weather equals foul mood. Coincidentally enough, times of bad weather have
always been attributed to magical activity [as during thunderstorms, the 
atmosphere seems charged for magical activity]. This is when she is in the 
worst mood, and at such times where she is the most angriest it becomes 
easy to see why she'd be so magical. According to the Aza Factor [The 
probability of a magical event is determined by the level of chaos in a given 
situation] such times of instability is when it is easiest to push her in the 
direction you desire. 
                   The weather of the URth effects are emotions, and we in turn 
effect hers. Now the effect she has on us is purely unconscious, thus it is 
completely nebulous. Something modern man has forgotten is that he is part
of Nature [he forgot this because he no longer lives in the wild, and so his 
instincts have degenerated, this is the desensitized man, devoid of emotion 
he lives in his own world of urban landrape.] and just as easy as she effects 
are emotions [though we suppress them- like the id, at every opportunity] we
can also effect hers when we too reach such critical levels of instability. One 
might call this Deadly Orgone Radiation, or perhaps its due to the Electro 
magnetic field of the URth. Where as regular orgone corresponds to the 
Libido, the life-force of attraction, DOR would be repressed and thus 
perverted desire.
           As I already stated the URth is a feminine force not a masculine 
one, and therefore she is unconscious and highly emotional. This then 
creates a further correlation with the moon for this is the condition of the 
woman having her period. It is a common tenet of Astroneurophysiology that 
a woman under such an influence is highly magical. On the other hand 
deserts correspond to the intellectual unemotional masculine element of Air, 
and there weather rarely becomes severe.
                  Anton LaVey in his brilliant essay How to Become A Werewolf, 
describes how places where a violent crime occurred have a emotional 
signature that seems to haunt such temples of debauchery. 
                  "In many cases it is known or discovered that such areas have 
witnessed death of an unexpected or unusual nature or perhaps mayhem, 
rape, or other violence. All actions involving intense or increased production 



of adrenaline on the part of either victim or predator (lust, terror, aggression,
defense, etc.).
                   The polarity that such an atmosphere has undergone can be 
likened to an area where heavy concentrations of electricity have 
accumulated and discharched repeatedly, thereby recycling the ionization of 
the atmosphere in a chaotic and disturbing manner."
                 "That environment, because of continual taxation upon its vitality, 
acts as a vampire, absorbing energy from those it attracts and, once having 
attracted, contiguously ensnares for future sustenance. Wilhelm Reich called 
such areas DOR, indicating a persistent starvation of orgone or enervation of 
the atmosphere."
                  This adrenaline charge that chaotically ionizes the atmosphere of 
the environment is the frenzied emotion of the sorcerer. This could be seen 
as a electromagnetic charge, the physical manifestation of the magical 
current. The URth as an organism would transmit such a disturbance like the 
atmospheric jet stream. The target would then most likely suffer the effects 
via the electromagnetic vibrations that he was unconsciously picking up 
[perhaps this is the real invisible hand of Fate], or maybe his luck would just 
turn sour. That second scenario could be explained by either him picking up 
bad vibes and thus causing him to be self-conscious, and so totally inept at 
creating any type of alteration in the world wide web of the URth. Or perhaps
its not him so much that is directly altered, but rather his environment, like a
invisible negatively charged atom, everything he touches withers and dies. 
Basically with whatever effect the end result remains the same, when desire 
suits us and conditions are favorable [i.e. rough weather, & were emotionally
charged] the magician can rain on his victims parade.  
                  Something I feel worth mentioning is another discovery I feel is 
particularly relevant to the subject at hand. I was again reading Earth 
Memory [all books by Paul Deverouxs are highly recommended] on how 
Hitler used a solar symbol to express exorterically his aspirations of 
conquest. I thought that it would be interesting if I could coum up with a 
Lunar symbol to represent my own. I read in a little further and saw that 666 
was a solar number [I knew this] though to my complete amazement the 
lunar number was 1080. What was so incredible about this was that when I 
discovered what I believed to be the English Qabalah, profesised by AL, I had
decided to do a little Gemetria with the Holy book. One of the first words I 
explored was Abrahadabra [the word that is the formula for magick, the 
logos of the magical current] and its numeration was 1081. This I feel was a 
synchronicity of the highest order, and to be so close, it couldn't be irrelevant
[if anything ever is]. I investigated the value in Sepher Sepheroth and 
learned that 1081 corresponded to Tiphareth, being the sixth sepheroth 
attributed to the sun. On the other hand 1080 is the exact radius of the 
moon in miles.



                  One possible interpretation for 1081 that I particularly favor is 
that 1081 is the number of the magical current [perhaps I should say my 
number]. This is explained as a reinterpretation of the symbolism inherent in 
the number itself, this becomes evident when represented as 108alt 1. The 
alt. 1 replaces the last zero in this secret interpretation, for alt. 1 is atom, the
orgonic sun of the Beast and his shadowy consort Lilith. So with this initiated 
understanding of the mechanics of synchronicity, we have a number that 
depicts the value sacred to the moon, made possible by the union with the 
atom, the child of the Nu aeon. The moon is the dense mass that causes 
aberration in the repetitious SYSTEM of the URths ecology, the madness of 
the moon that intoxicates those that coum under its Lyncanthropic spell. And
the atom is pure life, in essence consciousness, the Indras web of particle 
physics. So when these two are combined we have a perversion of the pure 
seed of generation. This causes the once procreative atom to become 
radioactive. In psychological terms it is repressed, and when it reappears all 
hell breaks loose.
                  Now DOR as the magical current creates a interesting model, 
especially if you view it as the repressed lust perverted and released 
unconsciously. This coums very close to the Freudian psychological model 
favored by the great sorcerer Austin Spare. His desire was expressed in the 
sentence of desire, which was garbled [in the form of a sigil] like the harsh 
tongue of glossgallia used in evocation, so it could easily be slipped into 
some weird angle of the unconscious. This repression if successful would give
birth to a radioactive spirit [demon], a degradation of your highest  
aspirations.    
                  What follows is what I feel is the real missing link in this theory of 
magical causation. The question I pose to you is could auto-eroticism be the 
true formula of perverted desire? Perverted in the sense that desire doesn't 
find union that epitomizes the mystery of fire. Now a sort of union is 
achieved though, the marriage of you and the other [the alien]. The other is 
synonymous with the id/shadow, and such perverted coitus is often found in 
the nether arms of the sucubas.
                  This perversion of the orgone would then be highly effacious in 
causing change to occur in conformity. If such hypothesis were true then the 
aborted orgone that is split coum, would be the greatest physical 
concentration of DOR known to man. The voudonists call this, OJAS, and they
too view this perverted star spate as radioactive and highly magical. This 
further explains why Crowley believed that if you spilt the spate demons 
would grow, like the poisonous mandrake that blossoms from the seed of the 
hanged man. This substance when consumed is the sacrament alchemists 
refer to as the elixir of life, the fountain of youth. On the other hand when 
this pure golden water is spilt, one obtains the plutonium slime that like 



the Fenris wolf can swallow the sun. Such is the devastation of the 
Apocalyptic nuclear winter. 

                            SCIENCE IS TWO LESBIANS FUCKING

                  I had already in the past associated lesbianism with the element 
of Air. This can be seen in the stereotypical behavior that is characteristic of 
this sexuality. They can be somewhat serious and at times have a 
fundamentalist fervor on matters of Feminism,  also they tend to be 
xenophobic to outies [men]. This adequately describes [albeit in a 
stereotypical manner] the personality of the dyke but what of the act? Well it 
occurred to me that lesbianism was perfectly symbolic of division. The split 
occurs in the woman that corresponds to Nature. Other [circum-stantial?] 
evidence is the fact that there is no penetration made by sexual organs, 
rather at times certain artificial equipment is used to conquer such natural 
short comings; science is very good at doing that. This would also explain 
why men love watching lesbians have sex, I mean how much more objective 
can you get when your participation is limited to voyeurism.
                  Now with Homosexuality there is still a union, but a darker one, 
that of your partners anal cavity. They normally fuck in the beastial godform 
of 'doggy style,' such a position causes a phase shift to occur in consci-
ouness. Further yer anus is the very URthy Muldahara charka of Kundalani 
Yoga. Along with the gay fetish of SM, we begin to see a pattern of a 
sexuality completely opposite of that of lesbianism. Even though homo-
sexuality is great for works of evocation, it is truly the darkest region of the 
URth, and so control is minimal [when your being fucked up the ass]. 
Ultimately queer sexuality is the premier way of drowning in the violent 
waters of the Abyss, but magick involves skirting the brink and auto- 
eroticism does just that.
                  In homosexuality you evoke the beast, but the orgone of the 
dominant partner is not perverted, for its the man submitting that is 
transmuted. Autoerotiscm is still the only form of sexuality that perverts the 
orgone, and creates the heavy atom of the Fusion bomb.

                  "OJAS - rays we mean of course, those magical energies which 
the magician generates from his own physical body or for which the physical 
body serves as the vehicle for the projection. In either case, the body is the 
weapon for magical aggression and control work and it is also the vast lens 
through which energies are sent off as rays. This occult power, OJAS, is given 
to the magician by higher powers."
                  



                  "This magical power, however, may only be used by very 
powerful spell-binders. For it shoots out from the body in the form of 
radiation's and strikes at the energy field of the enemy and thus enters and 
penetrates the enemy very destructively. It is a terrific power and a terrific 
source for the rightly motivated magician."

                  Bertiaux once again proves that Voudon is perhaps the most 
potent and deadly form of magick ever created. He goes on further to 
describe a method for the use of the OJAs. If what I have written about 
intrigues you then You must obtain a copy of his opus The Voudon Gnostic 
Workbook. The illustrations are missing so you'll need to write to the 
following address to obtain them:

                             Technicians of the Sacred
                                       Suite 310
                             1317 N. San Fernando Blvd.
                             Burbank, CA 91504.  U.S.A.

      

                                 Peace Be With You
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